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As a business advisor, your clients count on you for answers – and none is more important than 
the value of their business. Now Summit Trust o�ers a way to provide this information accurately, 
quickly and inexpensively; Introducing the Summit Business Valuator.

 Answer this question, and you’ve just become
a more valuable asset.

Contact us at (215) 822-6601 
www.summittrust.com

Email: info@summittrust.com

“What’s my 
  business worth?”

Powered by BizEquity (the industry standard for online business valuations), the Summit Business
Valuator allows you to valuate your clients’ businesses as often as needed – be it only once, or once 
a quarter. You can now provide crucial information that has implications on virtually all other 
decisions a company will make – from purchasing insurance to growing with venture capital to exit 
strategies, all quickly and online with the Summit Business Valuator.

Try it for FREE at https://summit.bizequity.com, then contact Summit Trust for a special 
promotion code you can use with your clients.

Bring greater value to your business by bringing greater value to theirs… 
with the Summit Business Valuator.



2014 CE @ SEA™  
CRUISE CONFERENCE 
WESTERN CARIBBEAN

June 15-22, 2014
Royal Caribbean’s  
Navigator of the Seas 

Speaker Highlights:

Jon M. Rogers 
PhD, ChFC, CLU, RFC®

Presentation:   Relating to Clients with Emotional  
Intelligence  (EQ)

Plan to join industry masters for this incredible 7 Day CE @ SEA™ 
conference setting sail to top sales ideas, stellar programming 
and endless networking opportunities. Learn from the pros, be 
coached by the masters, and relax with your room mate as you 
get the full IARFC experience. Let IARFC set up this opportunity 
for you. CE @ SEA™ 

Conference Attendee Fee - $150 USD, due upon receipt of invoice from IARFC .

™

Reserve your cabin now contact Leonard Passmore 423.676.2069
Visit: www.IARFC.org/Cruise, for details or contact, Starr Morrow, IARFC Cruise Director, 423.741.8224

Michelle Blair 
RFC®

Presentation:   Managing a Financial Services Practice
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NEW IARFC MEMBERS

Courtney J. Babiak, RFC®, IL
Kenneth P. Carruba, RFC®, FL
John C. Oldham, RFC®, AZ
Dustin P. Shafer, RFC®, IL
Virginia Shelby, RFC®, FL
Edward Waldron, RFC®, MA

New International Members

Philippines 3
Taiwan (R.O.C.) 22

Members Who  
Recommended  
New Members 

Peter D’Arruda, RFC®

Dierdre Collins, RFC®

Don Moore, RFC®

William Peterman, RFC®

Ben Ronning, RFC®

Referror of the Month 
Dierdre V. Collins, RFC®

November

Business Owner Consulting, Drip 
Marketing & Branding Workshops 
November 14-15, 2013 
Middletown, OH

December

Business Owner  
Consulting Workshop 
December 3, 2013 
Tampa, FL

2014

March

Semi Final Judging  
March 6, 2014 
Middletown, OH

IARFC Annual Board Meeting 
March 7, 2014 
Middletown, OH

May

Branding Workshop 
April 30, 2014 
Las Vegas, NV

National Financial Plan Competition 
May 1, 2014 
Las Vegas, NV

June

CE @ SEA™ Western Caribbean  
Cruise 
June 15-22, 2014

For IARFC event speaking or 
sponsorship contact: 800 532 9060

Events Calendar

IARFCIARFC
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

The IARFC is proud of our members and 
in reverence we would like to remember 
our passing member: 

G. Dean Snyder, RFC® 

Plain City, FL

IARFC’s  
CAREER CENTER at
careers.iarfc.org
JOB SEEKERS,
YOUR NEXT
Financial Planning
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
COULD BE CLOSER
THAN YOU THINK.

Job Seeker Benefits
•	 Access to high quality, relevant job postings.  

No more wading through postings that aren’t  
applicable to your expertise.

•	 Personalized	job	alerts notify you of 
relevant job opportunities.

•	 Career	management – you have complete  
control over your passive or active job 
search. Upload multiple resumes and cover 
letters, add notes on employers and 
communicate anonymously with employers.

•	 Anonymous	resume	bank protects your 
confidential information. Your resume will be 
displayed for employers to view EXCEPT 
your identity and contact information which 
will remain confidential until you are ready to 
reveal it.

•	 Value-added	benefits of career coaching, 
resume services, education/training, articles 
and advice, resume critique, resume writing 
and career assessment test services.

POWERED BY

2013 IARFC Board 

Visit the IARFC Online Store

http://store.iarfc.org/
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R e g i s t e r  R o u n d  U p

IARFC Leaders and Financial Industry Experts were asked for their insight and advice on issues  
facing consultants in today’s economy.  Note: Responses are printed in no particular order. 

Q: How are Registered Financial Consultants serving individuals and organizations in response to the Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act?

A: The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) is an 
important topic to discuss with our clients.  Typically, my financial 
consulting practice serves individuals and small organizations.  
Over the past 7 years we have discovered that individuals are 
either sufficiently insured, under insured, or uninsured.  The ACA 
attempts to help people become sufficiently insured at a 
reasonable cost utilizing public tax dollars.  While I do not 
attempt to discuss the mechanics (or politics) of the ACA here, 
employers have a time-sensitive opportunity to help employees 
with this government regulated program.  Employees (and other 
individuals) may require guidance from a licensed insurance 
agent or broker (aka “consultant”) to assist with the new 
developments.  October 1, 2013 is when open enrollment 
began.  We furnish advisory services for individuals, publish 
educational resources, and implement a GPS Program for small 
businesses.  Essentially the GPS Program provides Guidance for 
Plan Sponsors through a 5-Step Process (i.e. the program):  

1. Plan Fiduciary Roles & Procedures.

2. Manage Compliant Operations.

3. Select, then Monitor Plan Insurance and Investments.

4. Select, then Monitor Service Providers.

5. Provide Participant Education.

While our current focus for the GPS Program is due to the ACA 
Schedule, our financial consulting practice is based on sound 
principles of financial planning.  This includes Planning for 
Employee Benefits.

Chris Bryant, RFC®

Longview, WA

A: We have no choice other than to take a “wait & see” 
position.  We will know soon if we still have a government or 
not.  My firm has made no moves for ourselves on Obamacare.  

Al Coletti, RFC®

Smithtown, NY

The ideas and strategies you receive from this and other  
sections of the Register may inspire you to send us your 
answer to one of our future Register Round Up 
questions.  If you would like to share your tips and 
techniques with other RFCs, please do not hesitate 
to send in your response to editor@iarfc.org.   

Our next issue will ask this question:

Are you creating a financial plan for your clients?  What 
is your method of delivery?

You can also send us a short article for the Register or suggest 
additional topics for future issues.  Remember,  
our goal is to make this magazine an even more valuable  
resource for you and the clients you serve. 

Journal of Personal Finance

Call for Papers

Get Involved:  We welcome the 
submission of articles from IARFC 
practitioners.  This is a great way to 
contribute to the profession.

Professional Articles:  The Journal is 
seeking articles by practitioners that may 
deal with the application of financial 
planning techniques, marketing and 
practice management.  These are 
expected to be very high level papers 
and/or articles.  

Publicity Opportunities:  Naturally, we encourage published 
authors to advise their clients and the media of their published 
articles by sending a media release and copies.

Contact:  Dr. Michael S. Finke   P: 806 742 5050 x259    
E:  michael.finke@ttu.edu

www.journalofpersonalfinance.com
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Converting a Traditional IRA to a Roth IRA
Ronnie J. Clayton, Jacksonville State University

Lemuel W. Davis, CFP®

William Fielding, Jacksonville State University

When to Claim Social Security Benefi ts
David Blanchett, CFA, CFP®, Morningstar Investment Management 

After The Global Financial Crisis: 
Attitudes Toward Immediate Annuities

Jean M. Lown, PhD. (corresponding author), Utah State University
Devon Robb, M.S., Utah State University

Financial Advice: What About Low-Income Consumers?
Ning Tang (corresponding author), San Diego State University

Marie-Eve Lachance, San Diego State University
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Wilma Anderson, RFC®

Long Term Care & Critical Illness
www.CriticalIllnessCoach.com
WilmaAnderson@q.com
720 344 0312

Max Bolka
Comprehensive Business Consulting
www.MaxBolka.com
Max@MaxBolka.com
800 472 3288

Connie S.P. Chen, RFC®

Chen Planning Consultants, Inc.
CPCinc@ChenPlanning.com
212 426 1910

Al Coletti, RFC®

The Design Capital Planning Group, Inc
The Institute for Financial Education
www.designcapital.com
www.theife.org
acoletti@designcapital.com
631 979 6161 x102

Roccy M. DeFrancesco
The Wealth Preservation Institute
www.TheWPI.org
Roccy@TheWPI.org
269 216 9978 

Mark Gremler, RFC®

Billion Dollar Mentoring
www.BillionDollarMentoring.com
Marketing@BillionDollarmentoring.com
877 736 7492

 

COACHES
O
R
N
E
R
Some extend free time  
or a discount to IARFC  
members.  This listing  
is not an endorsement or guarantee —  
as RFCs are qualified to judge who can 
help them in the areas where services 
are most important.  This roster is 
alphabetical by last name.

The IARFC is 
pleased to 
provide contact 
information on 
persons who 
offer coaching, 
mentoring or 
tutoring services.

Donald A. Hansen
The Ark Group
www.ArkGroup.com
DHansen@ArkGroup.com
866 725 0777 x201

Kerry Johnson, MBA, Ph.D. 
Preformance Coaching
www.KerryJohnson.com
Kerry@KerryJohnson.com
800 883 8787

Jack Kinder, RFC®,  
Garry D. Kinder , RFC® 
Bill Moore, RFC®

Kinder Brothers International
www.KBIGroup.com
wmoore@kbigroup.com
927 380 0747

Michael Lovas
Practice Marketing Psychology
www.AboutPeople.com
Michael@AboutPeople.com
847 367 4066

Fred Ostermeyer, RFC®

Communicate with Congress
Fred.Ostermeyer@KMSFinancial.com
208 773 6924

Katherine Vessenes, RFC®

Consulting and Education
Vestment Advisors
Katherine@VestmentAdvisors.com
www.VestmentAdvisors.com
952 401 1045

As you may have noticed, the cover of this issue is 
dedicated the IARFC National Financial Plan Competition.  
This is a great opportunity for our members to network and 
develop relationships with new advisors just starting out in 
the industry.  Share your wisdom, network with young 
people who will be the future of the industry and give back 
to your profession.  Join us in Vegas in the spring. (P. 21).  

There are two articles strongly focused on helping you and 
your client save money.  We all know the season of giving 
is upon us soon.  This may be a gentle reminder to think 
before you spend.  Savings:  When Will Your Clients Begin? 
(P. 28) and in Consumer Focus Beware of Financial 
Evaporation (P. 29)

We are developing our Editorial Calendar for the 2014 
issues, and want to hear from you.  Let me know what 
subjects, products or techniques you would like to see 
covered.  I am working to bring you the content you need 
and deserve.  In order to complete this task we are 
exploring going to a bimonthly publication to produce a 
larger, more quality subject based magazine.

Wendy M. Kennedy, Editor
the Register magazine

editor@iarfc.org

F r o m  t h e  E D I T O R

Paid advertisement, contact wendy@IARFC.org for details

Register Statement of Circulation
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Would You Like to Be a Judge?  The 
National Plan Competition sponsored  
in part by the IARFC will have the final 
presentations in Las Vegas on May 1, 2014.   
It is likely we will have close to 60 plans 
submitted by financial services students 
from colleges and universities across the 
United States.  The first round of evaluation 
will slightly narrow the field with attention to 
the submission guidelines and the 
completeness of each plan.  

The second round will depend on our 
primary judge, David Stitt, ChFC, CSA, CFP, 
RFC® and one or two nearby associates.  
We are looking for RFC members in 
proximity to Middletown to study the written 
plans submitted.  They will narrow the field 
to six semi-finalists.  These semi-finalists will 
compete by web conference to a panel of 
IARFC Board Members on March 6, 2014, 
the day preceding the association’s annual 
Board Meeting.  The field will narrow to two 
or three finalists.

The two or three finalist teams 
(accompanied by a faculty advisor) will 
present live to the National Judging Panel 
on May 1st at the New York, New York,  
Las Vegas Hotel & Casino.  All RFCs 
attending will vote on the final ranking, and 
the Award Winning Teams will receive 
national recognition.

On the Wednesday April 30th preceding the 
Competition, there will be an Impact 
Branding Workshop from 2 until 5pm 
presented by Les Anderson, MBA, RFC® and 
myself.  Les is the author of You Are the 
Product – powerful self-marketing for 
practicing professionals.  He also serves as 
President of the IARFC and is a former 
senior executive of prominent national firms 
and a highly successful practitioner.  
Attendees will learn how to turn their plan 
judging into a marvelous media opportunity.

Impact Branding Workshop.  There are 
times when you need to work a little 
smarter and not necessarily harder or by 
spending a lot of money.  And that is to 
maximize the Impact of your Branding.  
Powerful branding techniques will alter the 

image that your prospects have of the 
caliber and objectivity of your advice.   This 
workshop will prepare you to pole vault your 
professional image — guided by a 136 item 
master checklist.  

The first of these workshops produced in 
the US will take place in Middletown on 
November 15.  This is the ideal time to 
re-evaluate how your target market is 
looking at you – and how you can easily 
enhance your image.  To sign up for this 
workshop to go the IARFC.org/Workshop 
and download a registration form.

Do you want to present for IARFC?   
Now that we have several courses 
completed we are looking for experienced 
financial consultants who would like to 
deliver workshops locally.  

Delivering the PowerPoint lecture, 3–7 hours

Explaining the handouts and/or checklists

Explaining the CD-ROM navigation (if any)

Imparting the wisdom of your experience

Provide a staff assistant for registration

Negotiate local venue for the event

Marketing to RFCs and others in your area

Will you make a lot of money?  No.  
These events are not large enough for 
consequential enrollment and tuition.  But 
you will receive some compensation, based 
on registration.

Will You Make some New Friends?  
Absolutely!  And you can never have too 
many professional associates, can you?

Is this a great Recruiting Opportunity?  
No!  It would not be professional or 
appropriate for you to be soliciting someone 
to join you, but there is no bar to your 
forming a friendship that ultimately results in 
a joint case or a business association.   

Contact:  800 532 9060
edm@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org

Chairman’s  
Desk…

Recruit a new member today

Refer Financial Advisors  
and We’ll Send You Cash

When you nominate these professionals 
and they join the association, the IARFC 
will send you $50!

That’s it.  You do the easy part — provide us 
with all the contact information.  We do the 
hard part — we follow through with them to 
show the benefits and advantages provided 
by the association.  We show them the 
different ways they can join and then, when 
they do join, we send you cash.

There is no limit to the number of 
individuals you may nominate.   
You could easily be reimbursed far 
beyond your 
membership 
dues.  No 
waiting till  
the end of  
the year — as 
soon as your referral signs up, we send 
you a check for $50.

Please nominate one or two financial 
professionals who may be interested in the 
honor and benefit of acquiring the RFC® or 
RFA® designation.  By sending us names, 
you are granting your permission to 
mention you as our source,  
and you will be eligible for the reward.

Email, mail or fax us referrals today:

IARFC
Attn:  Membership Services
P.O. Box 506
Middletown, OH  45042 USA

P:  800 532 9060
E:  info@IARFC.org
W:  www.IARFC.org

Fax to:  513 424 5752

IARFCIARFC
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

Opportunities
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have created a revised and expanded Ethics 
Policy that you will find by visiting:   
www.iarfc.org/GoverningDocuments.

Perhaps the most immediate change you 
will notice is the recreation of the former 
“Pledge” and the expansion of the entire 
Code of Ethics.  The pledge, while not 
rewritten has been modified to be a part of 
the overall code of ethics materials.  This 
pledge has been given the official name 
“Canons of Ethical Behavior” and will remain 
a key part of the overall ethics program for 
the IARFC.  The rest of the document has 
been expanded to provide some additional 
detail and direction for our members and for 
the public whom they serve.

As part of the redevelopment of the IARFC 
Code of Ethics, we have expanded our 
ethics material to include Principles as well 
as Rules for our members.   The Code now 
consists of three parts: The Canons, The 
Principles and The Rules. The Principles 
embody the ethical and professional 
standards expected of IARFC designees and 
members.  These principles address the 
“substance” and not merely the “form” of 
service to the clients and the employer.  The 
Principles are the guidelines of professional 
conduct, the same conduct that any client 
would expect of any professional on whom 
they rely—an attorney, a CPA or a physician.  
The Rules serve as a description of best-
practices or IARFC Standards, and outline 
how the Principles must be implemented in 
specific circumstances.

It is our hope that with this clarification and 
expansion we have made a leap forward in 
our effort to both support our designees and 
members and to protect the public from the 
less than scrupulous financial advisors in the 
marketplace.  We are also in the process of 

As we move ever further into the autumn 
season, I am reminded of all of the things 
that come with it.  The leaves are falling, the 
air is turning crisp and cool, and the birds are 
checking out Google maps and Travelocity 
and prepping for their journeys to southern 
climates.  Well, with change obviously in the 
air, I think it is time to share with all of you 
some of the changes that we have 
implemented as a result of our work on 
accreditation for the IARFC.

I have mentioned in previous columns the 
extensive work involved in preparing and 
applying for third-party accreditation for an 
association such as ours.  We have been 
through some internal audits, reviewed our 
current written policies and procedures, 
surveyed our members, and gathered a very 
good picture of where we stand and where 
we must go.  The trip to accreditation, while 
not something we can MapQuest, is indeed 
a journey that we have begun and a journey 
that will improve all of our designations and 
our membership services.

With accreditation and the overarching reach 
that comes from a third-party inspection, 
come changes to how we operate.  These 
changes are both internal and external and 
are done with the primary purpose of 
making our designations stronger evidence 
of the good work that our designees are 
doing for the public.  The first of these 
changes involves the area of ethics and has 
a direct impact on our members and their 
clients and prospects.

We have reviewed our ethics documents, 
including the well-known pledge that many 
of you might have hanging in your offices, 
and have decided that with accreditation 
comes the need to expand on our 
documentation.   With that goal in mind, we 

updating our ethics procedures related to 
complaints from both clients and others.  
More details on that will be in forthcoming 
articles in the Register.

As I mentioned earlier in this article, change 
is upon us both in the weather and in the 
world of the IARFC.  We will continue to 
make the changes necessary to improve our 
chances of achieving accreditation and 
making this association a more valuable 
asset to all of its members.   If you should 
have any questions on these changes or 
what lies ahead on the path to accreditation 
please let me know as I always enjoy 
speaking with our members and sharing the 
work that I am doing on their behalf.   

Jim Lifter, MBA, RFC®, IARFC Education 
Director, has an undergraduate degree  
from Ohio State University in Marketing  
and an MBA from the University of Dayton.  
Jim is responsible for coordinating the 
development and distribution of the IARFC 
educational courses.

Contact: 800 532 9060 x 312
jim@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org

On The Path to Accreditation
Canons of Ethical Behavior

Jim Lifter, MBA, RFC®
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equipment that I could imagine, I finally came 
to the realization that I was alive and was 
overjoyed to see my wife with that wonderful 
smile grasping my hand.  I was indeed lucky 
and had been given a new chance at life.

Since that time, I have altered my life.  It has 
been tough, but I set a course that has 
enabled me to effectively navigate the 
waters and keep that commitment to focus 
on what I could do.  As a result, I have 
discovered 10 Keys to Living Life Abundantly 
that I desire to share in hopes that these 
keys can help others avoid the pitfalls of 
failing to live life as it should be experienced.

1. Know Your Priorities.  Too few of us 
really understand what constitutes our 
priorities.  We may think we know but in the 
bigger picture, this shortfall has us too often 
chasing the wrong “golden rings.”  In the end, 
we come to the realization that our chase 
was in vain and that our life has been altered 
because our focus has been misguided.

No one can tell you what your priorities 
should be.  This decision is personal.  It must 
be self-discovered.  However, this decision 
will control virtually everything we do from 
the point it is made.  In essence, one might 
discover that more people fail from lack of 
knowing priorities than from lack of talent.  It 
is so very important to take the time to think 
through the process whether it is utilizing 
prayer, meditation, or simply making a list of 
what we feel is important and eliminating 
items until we arrive at what we feel 
constitutes our priorities.

2. Stand-up for What You Believe.  This 
does not mean that anyone should be 
belligerent or abusive, but one that should 
never be afraid to voice one’s opinion.  
Though it may be adverse to the opinion or 
position of your company, your friends or 
family, feel strong in presenting your 
thoughts.  As former president Abraham 
Lincoln once noted, “Be sure you put your 
feet in the right place, then stand firm.”

Realize that there will be critics.  Critics exist 
virtually everywhere but nowhere in the 
world has any individual, country or body 
ever erected a statue to a critic.  Simply 
explain to those impacted in a professional 
and respectful manner what you feel.  Have 
courage in your convictions.  That courage is 
perhaps the only way that others with 
opposite viewpoints will begin to reconsider 
their positions or decisions.

3. Seek Solutions, Don’t Praise Problems.  
It is a fact that problems will occur.  That is 
not all bad.  Dealing with problems provides 
us the opportunity to learn and grow 
personally.  When problems do arise, we 
must not make the mistake of dwelling on 
the problem itself and why it had to happen 
to us; but, we must focus our attention on 
seeking a solution that is workable and will 
enable us to move forward.  Just as noted 
therapist Grenville Kaiser proclaimed:  “To 
every problem there is already a solution, 
whether you know what it is or not.”

4. Never Stop Learning.  The mind is a 
great machine.  It must be utilized, 

It was early morning on June 19, 2008 that 
I found myself entering hospital doors to 
meet with an unknown doctor concerning 
test results that had been completed a few 
days prior.  I had no idea that what followed 
would forever change my life.

Upon entering the doors and moving to the 
information desk, I was greeted by a short 
man dressed in green who asked, “Are you 
Mr. Dixon?”  Replying in the affirmative, he 
indicated that my wife and I should follow 
him to an adjacent room.

Almost immediately we were engaged in a 
conversation in which x-rays were shown to 
me that made little sense.  I then found out 
their view brought forth more than I 
bargained.  I was told very directly that 3 
main arteries to my heart were virtually 
closed.  The left anterior descending artery 
commonly known as the “widow maker” 
was critical.  The doctor informed me that 
he must take me immediately to the 
operating room so that he could better 
evaluate what must be done.  Then, the 
words that changed my life were spoken: “I 
need to inform you that due to the severity 
of your situation, chances are high that you 
will die while we are performing the 
operation and I hope you have made 
proper preparations for your passing.”

As I was rushed away from my wife with 
only a short hug and kiss, I began to see my 
life seemingly flash quickly before my eyes.  
Thoughts about blurred priorities and 
shallow-minded strides of achievement 
resounded in my minds-eye as I was 
prepared for surgery.  Perhaps for the first 
time ever, I began to recall the pressing 
alarm of balance!  Yes, my life had soared 
out of balance and now the very thought of 
losing that precious gift of life confronted 
me in the most demanding and pounding 
manner that I had ever experienced.

What seemed an eternity but only a matter 
of minutes in reality, I was now ready for the 
doctor to explore my medical issue.  As I 
drifted off to sleep, my prayer was to a 
chance to change what I had done to what I 
could do.  Picturing my wife and sons as I 
succumbed to sleep, I gave one last thought 
for their safety and love. 

Almost 6 hours later, I awoke in a room filled 
with monitors and people running in and out.  
Though connected to more pieces of 

10 Keys to Living Life Abundantly



or that there is hope, then it will energize  
us to greatness.  We must never allow  
a day to pass that we do not take time to 
build our faith stronger in some manner.  
This simple action will sustain us in all 
endeavors and will propel our actions 
throughout our lives.

Living an abundant life takes work.   
It demands nothing short of a winning 
performance daily.  Its rigors will bring  
forth limiting beliefs, assumptions, 
interpretations and weaknesses that will 
require personal focus, dedication and a 
willingness to make changes.

As I learned by virtue of my 2008 ordeal, 
life is a wonderful experience!  Even in its 
earliest dark challenges, it brings 
opportunity, insight, education and fun.  The 
more we give to it, the more we gain from 
its influence.  To my benefit, I gained two 
very valuable insights in the aftermath which 
in turn brought about the framework just 
shared:  the impact of work/life balance and 
the challenge of stress.

Living a life abundantly demands no great 
skill.  It simply requires one to broadly 
explore what is possible and then realize, in 
some manner, it is all possible!  As was 
once said, “Life is like a grindstone:  
Whether it grinds you down or polishes you 
up depends on what you’re made of.”   

Herman L. Dixon, CLU, CLF, LUTCF, LTCP, 
MBA, CPC, ELI-MP, RFC®, President & CEO 
of Think Big!  Coaching, has been a noted 
leader in the insurance and financial 
services industry for over 30 years.  He has 
been highly active in four of the industry’s 
professional organizations having served on 
boards of directors and held state, national 
and international offices. 

Contact: 304 839 5101 
herman@thinkbigcoachingandtraining.com 
www.thinkbigcoachingandtraining.com
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joy from life.”  Too often we focus our 
frustrations on ourselves for not achieving a 
particular goal or for making a particular 
decision both of which do not materialize in 
the manner we had hoped.  Our mood 
dissolves any condition of love for self 
which in turn enables us to better love and 
influence others.  We interject negative 
self-talk that mentally becomes damaging 
and not immediately noticeable.

This negative energy we produce is known 
as “catabolic” energy.   On the visual front,  
it is negative, destructive and causes us  
to be limited in our beliefs and victims  
to our circumstances.  Instead, we must 
accept the fact that we are not perfect and 
each set back is simply discovering what 
does not work. 

8. Stay Fit.  Physical exercise, proper diet 
and sleep are musts for the well-being of 
the body and the mind.  Build into your day 
up to an hour of time to allow your body 
and mind to “sweat.”  Whether you walk, 
run, bike, actively participate in sports  
and/or challenge your mind to thought;  
this is the life-blood of maintaining body 
health, strength, endurance, mental 
alertness, etc.  You can’t remain at your  
best unless you commit to allow your body 
and mind to engage.  

9. Don’t Ever Take Yourself Too Seriously.  
Charles Schultz said it best, “If I were given 
the opportunity to present a gift to the next 
generation, it would be the ability for each 
individual to learn to laugh at himself.”  In 
essence, this is perhaps more aligned to 
having fun. 

Studies have shown that laughing everyday 
will enhance our good health and prolong 
our lives.  When we laugh it releases 
endorphins which are up to 500 times 
more powerful than morphine.  Seize the 
energy of laughter and having fun and don’t 
take yourself too seriously.  It will make a 
wonderful difference for your life!

10. Keep the Faith.  Looking back over life, 
it is difficult to imagine where I would be 
today without faith.  When the outlook was 
bad and it seemed that the more I tried and 
the harder I worked, nothing seemed to 
work, it was the look to faith that always 
proved good.  As Sir William Osler once 
said, “Nothing in life is more wonderful than 
faith — the one great moving force which 
we can neither weigh in the balance nor 
test in the crucible.”  

Faith builds positive energy.  It builds 
awareness of possibilities and hope.  When 
we have the feeling that things are possible 

maintained and challenged to gain its full 
potential.  Thus we must keep it active and 
avoid long periods of shut down.

There is much to learn as our world 
changes.  Become engrossed in learning all 
you can about your role, your industry, your 
community and all other areas that interest 
you.  Never feel you are too old to benefit 
from an educational experience.  As Henry 
Ford said, “Anyone who stops learning is old, 
whether at twenty or eighty.  Anyone who 
keeps learning stays young.”  The only way 
you never benefit is if you are no longer 
“green side up” on this earth.

5. Develop, Grow and Maintain an 
Effective Support System.  One cannot be 
an island in this world.  It takes interaction 
with others to help one become “complete” 
in virtually every interaction.

Surround yourself with people who you can 
depend upon to offer advice when 
warranted and support in times of need.  
Having a listening set of ears to share 
thoughts, insights, etc. makes a valuable 
difference in being able to meet the 
challenges of society’s daily demands.  Find 
those individuals who will tell you what you 
need to hear, not what you want to hear.  

Everyone needs a personal “Board of 
Directors” to keep the focus directed and the 
ego in check.  When this occurs, one can be 
better positioned for sustainable success.

6. Remember the “Milk Bucket Under 
the Bull” Effect.  Frequently, we embark on 
many actions during the daily rigors of life.  
Actions that appear to be wise on the 
outside produce outcomes far adverse to 
our expectations.  In essence, the milk 
bucket illustration says, “…though your 
intent may be noble, the outcome will not 
be what you expect.”  You must be sure 
your life bucket is positioned properly.  It 
does no good to exert energy in an effort 
and find those efforts misguided.  Diligence, 
attention and accountability for correctness 
of action are needed to ensure your steps 
are properly taken. 

Base your actions on sound principles not 
what simply looks good or seems easy. Be 
sure your work has merit and that you are 
utilizing the right tools.  Otherwise, you may 
be bringing home an empty bucket from 
your action.

7. Love Yourself.  Canadian journalist and 
author Merle Shain points out, “Loving can 
cost a lot, but not loving always costs more, 
and those who fear to love often find that 
want of love is an emptiness that robs the 

Herman L. Dixon, CLU, CLF, LUTCF, LTCP, 
MBA, CPC, ELI-MP, RFC®



IARFC    WORKSHOPS

For more information: 

www.iarfc.org/workshop

Drip
Marketing
Get	the	Appointment	
Drip marketing warms up your 
prospect, attracts their interest in  
the topics presented and builds  
their respect for your knowledge.  
Gradually Drip Marketing will  
develop a bond with the prospect  
that motivates them to grant you an 
appointment to make a presentation.

Learn	the	Basics
Our workshop reviews the purpose 
and goals of Drip Marketing.  You  
will learn ways to approach Drip 
Marketing to make it more effective, 
how to get started, basic setup 
information that applies no matter 
which CRM you are using, and then 
the practical application once you get 
the appointment.

Sequence	Included
A sequence including 15 letters, 15 
articles and 3 phone scripts targeted 
to business prospects is included.

1/2 day
3 RFC  CE Credits

Business
Owner
Consulting
Prospect	a	New	Market	 
Business owners are an underserved 
market that are looking for solutions 
to many issues.  We address items 
such as loan cancellation plans, 
buy-out or succession plans, 
retention and incentive plans and 
more.  We give you solutions and 
tools to address their needs.

Acquire	All	the	Tools 
PowerPoint presentation, fact finder, 
letters, agendas, checklists, forms, 
motivating articles, plan text and 
east-to-use calculation spreadsheet 
that motivates business owners to 
immediate action.  Approach local 
businesses using tested letters, 
articles, sample plans, certificates, 
agreements and a proven 
professional system fully scripted. 

Full day
7 RFC and CFP  CE Credits

Branding
Impact	Branding	
The competition for your clients is 
increasing.  A strong brand projects 
your passion and commitment to 
clients and prospects.  Brand loyalty 
is reinforced by continued efforts to 
positively project a favorable image.  
You don’t have to be a big company 
to promote your own brand.  We  
help you discover what it is and how 
to build it.

How	are	you	Perceived? 
You will learn that first perceptions 
are a result of how you brand 
yourself.  We review the cumulative 
cycle of branding and how it effects 
every aspect of client interaction  
from before the initial approach 
through your follow up service.

Step-by-Step	Checklist
Much discussion is given to a real 
world checklist for you to start 
building your own identity.  This list 
breaks down your branding journey 
in manageable tasks and time.
	
1/2 day
3 RFC  CE Credits
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Remedy:  They might have brought this up.  
Mention we socialize with the same people, 
some might even be clients.  You’ve never 
heard me ever mention a client’s name.   
Won’t be starting now.  Take credit for 
confidentiality you have demonstrated. 

3. Have You Asked? — We make 
assumptions, like they never asked, so  
they must not do business with friends.   
It might be the opposite.  They might like 
the idea of keeping it in the family and 
sending fees to a relative.  Since you never 
asked, they assume you don’t want to do 
business with them.

Remedy:   Everyone should have the 
opportunity to say no.  Don’t make the 
decision for them.

4. Experience — Your friend might think of 
you in the context of your previous career.  
Then you changed careers and now you 
work here.  What do you know about 
insurance or investments?

Remedy:   Sell the firm.  Position yourself 
as their friend within the firm who brings 
those resources into their living room.  Now 
they see you as a relationship manager.

5. Timing — Maybe they don’t need your 
help right now.  That makes sense, it’s not 
like you’re selling milk or something they 
use everyday.  

Remedy:  Things change.  They might get a 
bonus or a Treasury Bill might be maturing.  
Be around at the right time.  Maybe they 
don’t need help but know someone who 
does.  They need to know how you help 
people.

6. Risk to Friendship — If you do a bad 
job and things go wrong, they have to fire a 
friend or family member.  They don’t want 
to lose both money and a friend.

Why Don’t They Do Business?

“It just doesn’t make sense,” you start to tell 
your manager in the airport lounge over 
coffee.  “I have plenty of friends.  We’ve 
known each other since college.  They know 
where I work and what I do, but they’ve 
never asked for my professional help, why 
won’t they become my clients?”

Your manager stares off through the window 
as the rainstorm intensifies.  She rubs the 
bridge of her nose, looks you in the eye and 
says:  “It could be for lots of reasons.  It 
looks like we’ve got plenty of time before 
this storm lets up.  Let’s think about what 
the reasons might be.”

Ten Reasons

You each order another coffee from the 
passing waiter.  “When I started in the 
business, I had the same problem.  Here’s 
what I learned and how I overcame it.”  

1. Understanding — Do your friends  
know and understand what you do  
for a living?  It’s human nature to make 
assumptions.  He’s an attorney.  We  
think all lawyers are either Perry Mason  
or ambulance chasers.  They assume  
you are a financial advisor or an  
insurance salesman.

Remedy:  Raise their awareness.  Sit down 
spontaneously.  Ask about their career, 
because you’ve made assumptions too.  
This transitions into talking about what you 
do.  Don’t start selling, keep the 
conversation light.

2. Discretion — They might not do 
business because they think you talk about 
your clients.  They don’t see you as a 
professional like a doctor or lawyer bound 
by confidentiality.  Therefore they choose to 
do business with strangers.

Remedy:  They need to know how to 
unwind the relationship.  You might explain:  
If you take my advice, you should get a 
report card.  If I’m doing a lousy job, you 
should be able to fire me.  Scheduled 
portfolio reviews are the report cards.  
Clients like accountability.  

7. What’s your minimum? — When 
advisors use words like High Net Worth or 
Wealthy, it sounds like “more money than 
you’ve got.”  They might have no idea you 
work with regular people.

Remedy:   Use words like “successful” 
instead of wealthy.  If they ask about the size 
accounts you handle, give them a range 
based on your actual client base.  You have 
250 clients averaging $400,000 invested with 
you.  The smallest is around $100,000 and 
the largest is $5,000,000, but the average is 
$400,000.  You have been inclusive.  They 
see themselves within the range. 

8. Are You Adding Clients? — When you 
come across as successful, they might 
assume you have all the clients you can 
handle and the door is closed.  This gets 
reinforced if you talk about how hard you 
are working.  They might need help and 
want yours, but they don’t ask because they 
think they would be imposing.

Remedy:  As you take on new clients, let 
them know in casual conversation.  They 
will understand the door is still open.

9. They Have One — They probably work 
with an advisor already and assume the 
relationship is like marriage.  You only work 
with one advisor at a time.  To work with 
you, they need to leave their current advisor.  
They might not want to do that.

Remedy:  Let them know successful people 
usually work with multiple advisors.  Point 
out they are obviously successful.  How 

Why Don’t They 
Do Business?
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many advisors do they have?  Open the 
door for multiple relationships.

The Tenth Reason

The storm has broken and the airport has 
come to life.  You put down your coffee cup, 
smile at your manager and remark:  “So it all 
comes down to understanding.  These aren’t 
real obstacles at all, they can be addressed.  
But you said there were ten reasons, I only 
counted nine.  What’s the tenth?”

Your manager stands up and stretches.  “The 
tenth reason is simple.  They prefer not to do 
business with you.  This happens in situations 
where people are brought together by 
outside forces.  You married into their family, 
these people are your in-laws.  You see them 
at holidays and they appear friendly.  They 
might not like you.  They don’t understand 
why their cousin married you.  They actively 
dislike you.  

You won’t win them over.  They aren’t 
thinking with their heads.  If they actually do 
business, the relationship will likely be a 
nightmare, unless you are a miracle worker.  
Take them off your list.  Focus on those 
other nine categories because you have a 
chance of success.”

As you walk to the plane your manager 
adds:  “When we have another chance to sit 
down, I’ll explain why these same people 
actually prefer to do business with someone 
they know.  I’ll also tell you the single reason 
why it’s smarter for you to make the 
approach instead of waiting for them to 
come to you.”   

Bryce M. Sanders is president of Perceptive 
Business Solutions Inc. in New Hope, PA.  
His book “Captivating the Wealthy Investor” 
can be found on Amazon.com.  

Contact: 215 862 3607
brycesanders@msn.com
www.perceptivebusiness.com

Bryce M. Sanders

One decision 

can impact  

your retirement  

by tens of 

thousands of 

dollars.

SocialSecurityTiming.com

877 844 7213

The Software, Microsite  

and Directory Listing 

normally costs  

$49.99 per month  

with a 10 day free trial.  

IARFC members receive  

a 30 day free trial and 

$29.99 per month 

subscription price.   

There is no long term 

agreement – the software 

is simply month to month 

subscription.  

Mention Coupon Code: 

IARFC

Perceptive Business 
Solutions Inc. – 
Ghostwritten  
lifestyle articles for 
client newsletters

Is a monthly newsletter one of the 
benefits you bring to the client 
relationship?  Do you write it 
yourself?  You have insights into 
the markets and opinions about 
the economy.  Would your 
newsletter also benefit from 
lifestyle articles of interest to HNW 
and UHNW clients?

For $395.00/year you have access 
to an archive of articles with a new 
article added every other week.  
You can add your name to the 
article if you choose.  Topics 
include:

•	 	Wine	and	Investing	-	What	
Lessons Can We Learn?

•	 	Can	Happiness	be	Measured?

•	 You’ve Been Asked to Do 
Charity Fundraising

More information: 

214-862-3607   
brycesanders@msn.com 
perceptivebusiness.com/content/ 
to learn more about the program.

IARFC members receive a 20% 
discount on their first year’s 
subscription.  Enter IARFC as the 
discount code.



Disability Risk is Real 

You may be covered

Your clients may be covered

But is your Staff covered?

•	 Full Time or Part Time

•	 W-2 or 1099 income

•	 Guaranteed Issue / No Medical Questions

•	 RFC Participation by the RFC is not required

•	 Offer as Advisor-paid or voluntary benefit

Protect their income and reduce your liability.  
Take Action — Contact Advisor Group Benefits Today!    

800.385.9401  
IARFCplan@AdvisorGroupBenefits.com
www.AdvisorGroupBenefits.com

IARFC Group LTD Plan

IARFC New Members:   
RFC, RFA, Staff Associate, and General Members are eligible now:   

Age Monthly Benefit Monthly LTD Premium
Under 40 $2,083 $13.75
40-49 $2,083 $25.00
50-59 $2,083 $49.17

Sample Coverage & Rates:  $50,000 Salary 

IARFC Group Long Term Disability (LTD)  
program eligibility available  for 60 days  
from date of  membership
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Staff benefit plan as well.  Thanks to the 
IARFC Staff Disability coverage is 
inexpensive, easy to obtain, serves as a 
strategic business tool for your practice, and 
is simply the right thing to do for your 
dedicated, hard-working staff.

Consider the following six reasons why staff 
DI is a No-Brainer Benefit:

1. The Risk of Long-Term Disability:  The 
oft-quoted statistic that 1 in 5 US workers 
will be disabled for 1 year or more before 
age 65 does not exclude you or your Staff.  
The reality is that office work does not 
equate to low disability risk.  According to 
the 2012 Council for Disability Awareness 
LTD Claims Study, only about 10% of LTD 
claims are caused by injury, accidents, or 
poisoning.  That means the other 90% of 
LTD claims are condition or disease-related.  
The fact that your staff works in a safe office 
environment does not lessen their exposure 
to the most common disabling conditions 
such as cancer, mental/nervous, 

musculoskeletal, or cardiovascular disease.    

And don’t confuse Worker’s Comp with 
Long-Term Disability Insurance.  Worker’s 
Comp only covers on-the-job accidents, and 
pays a limited benefit for a short time 
period, whereas LTD is 24 hour coverage, 
that can pay benefits up to or beyond Social 
Security Normal Retirement Age.  

2. The Impact of a Long-Term Disability:  
You’ve thought about what would happen to 
you and your family if you became disabled, 
but what if a disability struck a staff member?  
Does your staff have significant assets or a 
rainy day fund, or are they living mostly 
paycheck to paycheck to support themselves 
or a family?  It’s probably not necessary to 
put a fine point on this, but your staff is 
almost certainly facing financial devastation 
from the disability-double-whammy of lost 
income and higher medical costs.    

3. Walking the Walk:  Income protection  
is part of every financial plan, and thus  
you discuss the concept with your clients 
whether you are fee or commission-based, 
and whether or not you actually sell DI.  Are 
your staff like the classic reference about the 
Cobbler’s Kids’; however instead of going 
without shoes, they go unprotected against 
disability risk?   

Moreover, consider the impact on your 
credibility if a staff member is struck by a 
major disability.  If you live in a small town, 
have several staff members, or if your 
clients have befriended your staff, their 
disability can become a public issue, both 
internally and externally.     

When stakeholders in your practice ask, “How 
is Jane doing with her recovery?”  Your 
response will be based on whether or not 
Jane was insured.  With LTD coverage in 
place, you can provide a re-assuring answer 
that credibly affirms the importance of 
Disability Insurance and proper financial 
planning.  Without your staff covered, your 
response to clients, friends and staff regarding 
Jane’s outlook may be short and uncertain.

Like many busy Independent Advisors, you 
may have a staff member or two, or even 
three.  Maybe you share staff with another 
successful Advisor.  You pay them a salary or 
by the hour, by 1099 or W-2, and you offer 
them a great work environment, flexibility, 
and the opportunity to work for a brilliant, 
charming and dynamic boss (that would  
be you!)

What about traditional benefits for your staff, 
such as Medical, Dental, Vision, 401k, Life 
and Long-Term Disability insurance?  While 
Medical Insurance may be the most 
requested and most costly benefit to 
provide, which benefit is arguably the most 
important for both parties and very likely the 
least costly to provide?  Yes, we gave the 
answer away in title…it is Long-Term 
Disability Insurance.  

As a well-trained Advisor, you know that 
income protection is the cornerstone of 
almost every client’s financial plan.  
Likewise, it should be a cornerstone of your 

The No-Brainer of Benefits:   
Long-Term Disability for Your Staff

IARFC Spotlight:



The IARFC Group LTD Plan  
for Staff Members.

The IARFC Group LTD plan was created 
specifically for independent Advisors and 
extended to cover staff based on RFC input 
which included the six points detailed in this 
article.  The plan is flexible and easy to 
implement for any RFC, considering that:

1.  RFC participation is not required…staff 
members can enroll independently.  

2.  Full-time and part-time staff members 
can enroll.  

3.  Coverage is 100% Guaranteed Issue, 
with no medical or financial underwriting 
questions.

4.   Funding is flexible.  The staff member or 
their Advisor/Employer can pay the 
premiums.

Cost is one of the most attractive elements 
of the Staff LTD plan, too.   For example, 
monthly LTD premiums for a staff member 
earning $50,000/year would be just $13.75 
for staff under age 40; $25.00 for staff age 
40-49, and $49.17 for staff age 50-59. 

To offer the Staff LTD plan within your 
practice, or to learn more about program, 
please contact Chris Roberts at Advisor 
Group Benefits, LLC.   

Christian J.S. Roberts, MBA, RFC®, President 
& Founder of Advisor Group Benefits.  Chris 
was most recently a Regional Vice President 
with UnitedHealthcare.  Prior to that, he 
worked with Assurant Employee Benefits, 
where he specialized in selling complex 
group life & disability plans.  Chris has broad 
carrier experience crafting, underwriting and 
renewing group plans for traditional, 
non-standard/1099 groups, and Associations 
ranging from 2 employee firms to Fortune 
500 companies. 

Contact:  800 385 9401
croberts@advisorgroupbenefits.com 
www.advisorgroupbenefits.com

Chris Roberts, MBA, RFC®
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4. Transferring the Risk:  Whether for your 
own or your staff’s chances of becoming 
disabled, the risk will be borne by either an 
individual or an insurance carrier.  That said, 
without DI for your staff, they are self-
insuring their risk.  However, you may be 
assuming some of that risk, too.  Consider a 
staff member battling a disability, who must 
work to pay bills, rather than focus on their 
recovery because they do not have 
Disability coverage.  Their work may 
become sub-par, their hours sporadic, and 
news of their struggles may affect office 
morale and ultimately, your clients.   

Next, consider your obligation if a staff 
member became disabled and faced the loss 
of their car or home, or became unable to 
pay medical or utility bills.  Would you stand 
by as their life crumbled or would you feel 
compelled to help financially?  Whether you 
helped at a modest or generous level, in a 
sense you are taking the place of a disability 
carrier.  How much assistance is enough?  
How long will your support last and how will 
you make the decision to stop?  Transferring 
disability risk to an insurance carrier can 
prevent such difficult moral dilemmas and 
thus protect your business and family.

5. Hiring & Retaining Staff:   In your local 
market, are you competing for talent with 
banks, large regional firms, national 
wirehouses, or other large corporations?   
You can bet all of those employers have a 
full benefits package including company-
paid Disability coverage.  One upside of 
Obamacare is that it will level the medical 
benefit playing field for small employers, 
allowing firms with just 1 employee to offer 
medical plans that are competitive with 
even the largest employers.  Dental and 
Vision benefits are also becoming easier to 
implement and less expensive for small 
businesses.  Adding Disability coverage for 
your staff allows you to leverage a full 
benefits package whether you are focused 
on retaining or hiring the best local talent.   

6. Benefits vs Pay Raise:  It seems that 
fixed and variable costs rise a little each year 
for Independent Advisors, and upward 
pressure on staff salaries is a constant.  
Adding benefits or increasing your 
contribution to existing benefits can be an 
efficient way to minimize pay raises.  
Employer-paid insurance premiums for staff 
are tax-deductible, and unlike a salary 
increase, you don’t have to pay FUTA, SUTA, 
Social Security, Medicare taxes on insurance 
premiums.  Furthermore, adding LTD 
coverage for your staff proves that you are 
investing in them as professionals and 
shows that you genuinely care about them 
and the well-being of their family. 

Only $39.95/month  
(regularly $44.95) 
$149 set-up fee

iarfcwebsites.com
1-800-593-9228

Powered by Smarsh Financial  
Visions Website Services

n	 Get a professional and 
attractive online  
presence

n		Attract new clients and 
service existing clients 
better

n	 Packaged with consul-
tative Internet market-
ing expertise

n	 It’s always working, 
even when you’re not!

Create your 
own IARFC 

website 
NOW!
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One of the more difficult roles you should 
counsel the client on concerns itself with 
the selection of pension plan options.  Many 
of you have clients that are directly affected 
by the selection of the appropriate pension 
plan option.  Employers spell out the 
provisions of these pension options that are 
available to those persons who are about to 
retire, but they do not advise the employee 
which option he or she should elect. 

The answer to the “pension plan option” 
question depends on several factors, many 
of which are very complex.  Unfortunately, 
most people do not have the knowledge 
which is required to fully evaluate the 
options.  To make matters even more 
perplexing, a person may be considering 
whether or not he or she should use a 
technique called “pension maximization” or, 
as some call it, “avoiding the pension trap.”  
Pension maximization refers to selecting the 
option which pays the highest benefit, i.e. 
the life only or “full retirement” benefit and 
then buying life insurance to “protect” the 
pension benefits for a surviving spouse.  
Some argue that it is cost effective to do this 
since life insurance can be bought to protect 
the pension benefits for the surviving 
beneficiary who is normally the retiree’s 
spouse.  Consequently, it is argued, that the 
pension can be “maximized” even after the 
cost of buying life insurance.

For those employees that are covered by a 
“defined benefit” pension plan, before 
electing any retirement pension option or in 
helping decide whether or not pension plan 
“maximization” is appropriate for the client, 
several factors should be considered.

1. The “full retirement/life only” option 
does provide the highest level of income, 
but there is no continuing benefit for the 
surviving spouse in the event that the retiree 
dies before his spouse.  Wives normally live 
longer than their husbands.

the other choices amount to the retiree 
paying an “insurance premium” so that 
Brandon’s spouse can continue to receive 
some portion of his retirement. The benefits 
and their costs are as follows:

Under full retirement (life only) option, the 
$15,000 pension would cost whatever it 
would cost of not doing anything.  The  
client could purchase insurance to make up 
the spouse’s payout difference. Insurance 
costs would be determined based on 
Brandon’s age, sex, health, etc.  Therefore, 
the “period or amount certain” pension 
payout of $13,551 would have a $1,449 
premium attached to it; the “joint and 
100% survivor” payout of $12,005 would 
cost $2,996; and the “joint and 50% 
survivor benefit” option of $13,314 which 
gets reduced to $6,657 upon Brandon’s 
death would cost him $1,686.

Brandon is considering taking the “full 
retirement/life only” option and 
“maximizing” his pension by buying life 
insurance so that his wife would be able to 
continue to receive the same amount each 
year if he should die.  He is 62 years old, in 
good health, and wants his wife to have 
protection for the next 20 years.  He 
believes that if he were to die that the 
proceeds from his life insurance could be 
invested to earn 7.5% per year before taxes 
and 5.6% after taxes.  To buy the protection 
he needs, he should initially buy around 
$187,000 of life insurance coverage.  To 
protect his wife for the next 20 years, he 
would have to keep his insurance in force 
with the amount of coverage decreasing 
each year. For example, at age 73, he would 
still need over $100,000 of life insurance. In 
order to do this, he would probably buy 
annual renewable term life insurance.  Even 
if he could buy the coverage (however, poor 
health would prevent this), the cost per 
$1,000 of coverage could be extraordinary.  
At age 73, it could be as much as $56 per 

2. If a person buys life insurance at 
retirement age, the cost will be affected by 
age and health.  The older a person is, the 
more expensive it is to buy life insurance.  
In addition, he or she may not be insurable 
for the entire period of his retirement.

3. Determining the proper amount of life 
insurance and the appropriate kind of life 
insurance directly affects the costs to the 
insured.  Term life insurance is pure life 
insurance.  It has no savings element, hence 
it has the lowest annual premium.

4. The election of a retirement option is 
normally irrevocable.  Therefore, the planner 
should advise the client that once he or she 
selects an option, the choice is theirs forever.

To explain this process a little more clearly, 
let’s consider your client, Brandon 
Matthews, who is weighing the choices 
described below under his defined benefit 
plan.  All of the amounts are stated in 
annual dollar figures.  If he elects the “full 
retirement/life only” option, he will receive 
$15,000 a year, but his wife will not receive 
any compensation if he should die.  If he 
elects the “period or amount certain” option, 
he will receive $13,551 per year and, in the 
event of his death, his wife will continue to 
receive that benefit for an assured period of 
time, but then it will stop.

The other options are “survivor” options, 
meaning that in the event of his death, his 
wife will receive a certain amount until her 
death.  If Brandon elects the “joint and 
100% survivor” option, he will receive 
$12,005 per year until his death and his wife 
will continue to receive the same amount 
after he dies.  Finally, the “joint and 50% 
survivor” option will pay more while he is 
alive or ($13,314) but will drop to $6,657 
per year at the time of his death (which 
represents 50% of the initial payout).  With 
the exception of the “full retirement” option, 

Pension Plan Options: 
Advising Your Clients

Jeffrey H. Rattiner 
CPA, CFP®, MBA, RFC®
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$1,000 which would make the annual cost 
for the required amount of coverage well 
over $5,000.

Which option should Brandon choose?  That 
is a decision that only he and his wife can 
make based upon their needs and particular 
circumstances.  On balance, though, electing 
the “joint and 100% survivor” option is 
probably the safest course of action for 
them. It offers a reasonable compromise 
between costs and benefits.  Choosing this, 
or any other fixed income option is not risk 
free, though.  Income taxes, inflation and 
the financial health of the pension plan 
sponsor must all be considered. In 
Brandon’s case, after 20 years of an average 
annual inflation rate of 3.5%, his pension 
dollars will have lost 50% of their 
purchasing power.

In conclusion, certain guidelines that you 
may want to re-enforce to your client when 
selecting a pension plan option should 
include the following. 

•	 	Don’t	select	an	option	if	you	don’t	
understand how it works.

•	 	Keep	your	retirement	planning	as	simple	
as possible.

•	 	Be	sure	that	whoever	advises	you	is	
technically competent and professionally 
qualified to perform the analysis of your 
options.

•	 	Never	make	a	decision	as	important	as	
selecting your retirement plan option 
when you are under pressure.

•	 	Get	the	information	about	your	
retirement plan choices from your 
employer well in advance of your 
planned retirement date.

•	 	In	all	cases,	opt	for	the	most	
conservative, cost effective choice. Your 
retirement is not the time in your life to 
be taking unnecessary chances.

•	 	As	a	final	thought,	you	may	want	to	call	
in an employee benefit specialist, 
pension plan designer or insurance 
professional to help the client analyze 
the options facing him or her.    

Jeffrey H. Rattiner, CPA, CFP®, MBA, RFC® 
has been a fixture in the personal financial 
planning profession for more than 25 years.    
He worked at three of the major 
membership and licensing organizations for 
our profession and runs a small tax and 
financial planning practice.  

Contact: 720 529 1888
jeff@jrfinancialgroup.com
www.jrfinancialgroup.com

See why BUILDER Suite Leads  
Client Management Software  
for Financial Professionals!  

Interactive, Real-time, Personal Financial Planning System

Client Relationship Management Solutions for Financial Advisors

For a FREE Web Demo call: 800.325.5540
 or visit www.FinancialSoftware.com

�Suite
Software, Training and Support for Financial Advisors

20%Member Discount
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Don’t Get Left Behind
How is your Telephone Courtesy?  Maybe 
you have accumulated a few bad habits that 
can be very easily and inexpensively 
corrected.  Anything that improves the 
image others have of you, even the smallest 
item, might enhance your image and gain 
you another client, another sale, another 
referral, or another bonding professional.

When Someone Calls You.  Are they 
treated to a VERY pleasant voice?  Is the 
message short?  One experienced financial 
consultant was tipped off to this problem by 
his brother, who commented, “Why is your 
phone response so obnoxious?”  He went 
on to clarify the extent of the problem.  
“When I call you, either about some 
family event or some aspect of your 
financial services, why do I have to 
listen to your gruff voice in a long 
message, when all I want to  
do is identify myself, indicate 
whether my call is time sensitive 
or not, and if you should call  
my cell phone.”

Now if you call him; a sweet, 
southern voice says, “You’ve 
reached Jack Listener’s phone, 
and he is devastated to have 
missed your call.  Please leave 
your number, or enter (pause) 
24 to reach his assistant, Charlie 
Careful!”  His first indication that he 
was making a good shift, was the 
following, “This is your wife, and I’ll 
be devastated if you don’t stop by the 
store and get a gallon of milk, English 
muffins and some eggs….”  Maybe Jack’s 
sense of humor doesn’t fit your style, but 
you get the point — short, sweet and 
helpful.

Do You Leave a Good Message?  You are 
in a hurry and you have lots of tasks, but do 
you leave a clear message when making a 
call?  Nothing is more frustrating than to 
have to re-play someone’s message in 
order to be sure you have the correct 
response number.  Slow down.  Say it 
clearly.  Announce what it is coming.  

“This is Bill Brown, and I am calling about 
the quarterly Investment Report.  I’m not in 
a hurry, but you can reach me at:  (pause) 
513 424 8888” 

Sometimes you should provide more data, 
other times not — depending on whether  

or not the person knows you and why you 
are calling.

“This is Sam Caller, with Resort Investors in 
Santa Clara.  We have a client interested in 
renting your time-share.  Please let me 
know if it is still available.  Thank You!  My 
toll-free number is (pause) 866 234 1055.”

Is the insertion of “Thank You” necessary?  
Of course not — but everyone likes to hear 
those two words.

Sometimes a longer message is desirable, 
especially if it enables you to know the  
best response — is no response.  Here  
is verbatim a call I recently received.   
“Mr. Morrow, this is Tiffany Tiger, with  
Biz Prospects.  We talked on the phone 
several weeks ago about your great  
article in the Register on prospecting for 
business owners.  I sent you some 
information as you requested.  Gee, I sure 

hope you received it — in an Emerald Green 
folder.  Maybe you are ready now to talk 
about some costs and our year-end 
discount.  If so, please call me at: (pause) 
866 234 5678.  That is a free call, and goes 
straight to my desk here in San Francisco, so 
you can call me later from Ohio.  If I don’t 
hear from you, I’ll call back in a couple of 
weeks.  Thanks for your courtesy.  My 
number again is: (pause) 866 234 5678” 

What are the Effective Techniques She 
Used?  She slowly pronounced her name 
and that of her company.  She was 
respectful (calling me Mr. Morrow) but 

personal (with the phrase, “Gee, I hope 
you got it”).  That gave me an 

opportunity to call her back in case 
her folder disappeared in my 
mountain of mail.  She knows that 
many practitioners work late, so 
she gave me the opening to call 
her at 6 or 7 pm.  She repeated 
my number, and warned me  
it was coming “My number  
again is…”  

Pause for a Pen.  If you want 
someone to call you back, do 
not assume they will mentally 
remember the phone number 
you quickly rattle off.  Warn them 
you are about to recite a number 

and insert a pause to enable them 
to locate a pen and paper – or set 

their phone number up for an auto 
recall.  Then recite your number once, 

slowly and clearly.  If a voice response to 
your call might be effective, then give 

them that option.

When to Leave No Number.  We all hate 
voice mail with somebody trying to 
convince us they have a wonderful product 
or service.  They rattle off a phone number 
expecting us to call them back.  This makes 
us feel obligated…And we don’t like it!

Often you can’t understand their number.  
Maybe your cell phone saves the caller’s 
number, but not their name – so you can 
instantly delete it.

Prospecting Phone Calls.  You probably 
have a list of prospects you’d like to meet.  
Hopefully you are drip marketing letters to 
them to build and strengthen your image.  
Then your CRM system says “It’s time for a 
call!”  Hopefully, your prospect will answer.



Because you have more to say, your 
response is longer — but you have just 
promoted your image as a consultant  
who is undergoing important professional 
education.  Plus, you have set the  
stage nicely for your “outstanding  
support technician.”

Your cell phone usage can enhance your 
“service image” and emphasize “privacy”.  
But it also has the potential to subtly insult 
your client.  Have you ever been in a 
meeting and had the person you were 
talking with getting a lot of calls?  Each  
time they reached for their cell phone,  
to see the caller, they were deciding  
“Who is Most Important – you or their 
caller?”  One financial consultant, who is 
really very busy and receives lots of calls, 
makes an issue of this.  As he starts a 
session with a client or prospect, he says, 
“Excuse me” and dictates the following 
message into his phone: “This is Jackson 
Jones, and I’m entering an important 
meeting with a client, and can’t take  
your call.  Please leave me a message,  
or call my assistant, Gloria Bennett at  
513 424 9999.”  Sometimes the meeting  
is not with a client, but with a prospect  
or an important supplier, but the result is 
that he has just complimented the other 
party by elevating their importance.

As cell phones get smaller and more 
powerful, the importance of effective  
phone courtesy gets larger.  You can 
increase your phone power with just a bit  
of forethought.   

Ed Morrow is the chairman and chief 
executive of the IARFC and has been a 
practicing financial advisor for forty years.   
Visit IARFC.org and access this month’s 
video,  Don’t Leave Your Number.

Contact:  800 532 9060
edm@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org
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What if they don’t?  You get THEIR message 
previously recorded on their phone.  Then  
it is time for YOUR message.  Do not expect 
a prospect to call you back.  They won’t do 
it!  Even your clients aren’t always good at 
call backs.

You need a simple script.  Suppose you 
have been sending drip mail to business 
owners.  Here is what to say:

“This is Fred Financial.  I’ve been sending 
you information on business planning,  
and I’m sorry I missed you.  I look forward 
to connecting sometime in the future.  
Thank you.”  

Don’t Leave Your Number….  They are  
not going to return a prospecting call from  
a solicitor.  

Why say Thank You?  Everyone likes to be 
thanked – we all appreciate courtesy.  If 
your prospect had been referred by 
someone or had attended a seminar, 
mention that very briefly, such as, “You 
attended our Business Booming seminar 
last month at the Lake Shore Hotel.”

One thing great about this technique is — 
sometimes they will pick up because they had 
been there all along simply using their phone 
system to screen out unwanted callers.  

And where is your phone number… on 
your letterhead with the Drip Mail articles.  
This is why printed drip mailing is so more 
likely to get results than email.  Maybe they 
read them both, but in order to obtain your 
name, info and phone number, they have to 
re-locate the email and print it.  But chances 
are, they read and deleted it — or instantly 
deleted it if they were busy (and what 
business owners aren’t?)  

Lots of business owners and affluent 
persons simply collect your physical 
mailings.  They may read some, but not  
all.  However, each mailing adds to your 
image and possibly disturbs them, 
increasing their desire to meet with you  
for more information.

Promote Yourself.  You attend CE events 
and important conferences, workshops and 
courses.  Brag on yourself by editing your 
phone message temporarily:

This is Jack Smith and you’ve reached my 
phone system because I am in Ohio for 
a Registered Financial Consultant 
workshop about the 7-Step Financial 
Process for Businesses.  My outstanding 
support technician, Helen Brown, would 
be delighted to take your call and be  
of service to you.  I’ll transfer you to 
Helen now….

Ed Morrow, CLU, ChFC, RFC®

Listen to Video Series at IARFC.org

HAVE YOU GOT ANY

Just go to 

www.SenseOnCents.com
and subscribe by clicking on  

the e-mail subscription request.

SENSE?
SENSE ON CENTS

The Cost Is… No Cents!
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On October 31, the National Financial Plan Competition 
met its deadline for receiving applicants.  The great news 
is that the number of participants for the 2014 event has 
tripled from last year.  There are more universities, faculty 
members and students involved — and a trip to Las 
Vegas awaits the teams of finalists in May.   

This year’s competition emphasizes education.  It is  
not enough for the students to crunch numbers and 
recommend solutions for the given narrative, they have 
to incorporate a “human element” into their plan 
presentation.  The process is structured so that at every 
level, the students have learning opportunities.  What is 
very exciting is that some faculty members are using 
the Plan Competition as part of their course curriculum 
thus giving their students the real world task of 
developing strategies and recommendations for their 
potential clients.

As education is the key, judge’s comments and 
critiques are noted through every step of the process.  
Students receive valuable, constructive feedback to 
prepare them as they advance.  Criteria for judging is 
clearly explained up-front for all levels of involvement.

The Four Step Judging Process

At the initial submission, the students must adhere to 
simple guidelines when submitting their sample plan.  

•	 	Was	the	plan	received	at	the	IARFC	office	on	time?		
•	 	Was	the	plan	properly	packaged	(3	ring	binder	as	

requested)?  
•	 	Did	a	CD-ROM	containing	supplemental	reports	

accompany the printed plan? 

Cover Story

Be Part of the Educational Process
Sign up for VEGAS!

Join Ed Morrow and Les Anderson the day before the 

National Financial Plan Competition Finals for the IARFC’s 

new Impact Branding Workshop. 

The competition for your clients is increasing.  A strong 

brand projects your passion and commitment to clients 

and prospects.  Brand loyalty is reinforced by continued 

efforts to positively project a favorable image.  You don’t 

have to be a big company to promote your own brand.  

We help you discover what it is and how to build it.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK • LAS VEGAS HOTEL & CASINO • MAY 1, 2014

Impact Branding
             CHECKLIST
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Now the criteria combines facts and figures 
AND professionalism.  Ultimately, the judges 
are asked to think as a client and pick whom 
they would engage to implement their 
financial plan. 

Criteria for this Final Stage:

•	 	How	well	did	the	team	understand	the	
client’s problems and shortcomings?

•	 	How	well	did	the	team’s	recommended	
Financial Services and Products provide 
an appropriate solution within the 
client’s capacity?

•	 	How	well	did	the	team	present	
themselves in a professional manner 
appropriate to the clientele they are 
hoping to attract (dress, mannerisms, 
speech)?

•	 	How	well	did	the	team	members	work	
together?  Was the presentation divided 
among all team members or was there 
a dominant person?  Did you feel 
“over-sold”?

•	 	If	thinking	as	a	client,	how	comfortable	
would you feel engaging the team to 
implement their financial plan and 
modify it as circumstances warrant?

At the End of the Day
 
Following all the presentations and a  
guest speaker at the end of the day,  
the winning team is announced.  For  
the first place team, the publicity (media 
releases, interviews in the Register,  
postings on Social Media) is an impressive 
addition to their resume when starting  
their career and interviewing for 
employment.  For the rest of the  
students, going through the process 
becomes a practical tool and a positive 
experience for writing plans and  
presenting to clients.  Everyone comes  
out with some practical knowledge.

Your Part in the Process

The experience and knowledge of 
successful IARFC professionals is of most 
importance to the conclusion and selection 
of the best plan.   The IARFC needs you to 
be there and be a judge.  

What’s in it for you?  An opportunity to share 
your wisdom, network with young people 
who will be the future of the industry and 
give back to your profession.  

Sign up for Vegas and be part of it!   

Contact:  800 532 9060
info@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org/FinancialPlanCompetition

Following detailed directions will either pass 
them to the next level or weed out those 
who could not fulfill even minimal 
requirements.  

Having met the above initial criteria, the 
second judging phase focuses on numbers 
and solutions.  Here the plan is reviewed on 
an analytical level — narrowing the field down 
to six semi-finalists.  Judging is based on:

•	 	Correct	entry	of	the	case	data	and	the	
“soft information” on the family.

•	 	Understanding	of	the	problems,	
including any incomplete data from the 
client.

•	 	Recommendations	made	(the	logic,	
priority, suitability and timing).

•	 	Physical	construction	and	design	of	the	
written plan.

•	 	Supplemental	text	and	illustration	of	
problems or recommendations.

These six semi-finalists then move on to the 
third phase — a web conference where they 
present their sample plan to a panel of 
judges.  This visual presentation takes place 
on March 6th to the IARFC Board Members 
the day before the annual board meeting.  
At this point, the criteria is geared more to 
the “professional aspects” of the 
presentations.  Judges focus on:

•	 	Professional	speech,	dress	and	
mannerisms.

•	 Reference	to	plan	features	and	analysis
•	 Clarity	of	explanations.
•	 	Creativity	and	suitability	shown	in	

recommendations.
•	 Effectiveness	of	working	as	a	team.
•	 	Ability	to	handle	surprise	questions	from	

the judges.

The results of this panel of experienced 
professionals — 3 finalist teams head to Las 
Vegas for an in-person presentation during a 
two-day event.  Finalists attend the IARFC 
“Impact Branding” workshop the day before 
the judging where topics of discussion teach 
the students how to stand out or “brand” 
themselves as they start their financial 
careers.  Later that evening a reception 
allows the students to network with 
seasoned professionals.

For the final stage of the process, the IARFC 
has invited financial professionals from all 
over the U.S. to take part in the judging.  
Upon registration, attendees receive a copy 
of the case narrative for prep work.  In 
Vegas, they are given a ballot and asked to 
rate each team.

Each team has the opportunity to WOW the 
audience with their creativity and poise.   IARFCIARFC

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

www.IARFC.org

Join in the Sponsorship and have 
your name listed here and on 
IARFC.org. Thank you for Support-
ing the Future of Financial Planning.
We have Individual Sponsorship  
Opportunities starting at $50.

800.532.9060

The IARFC has invited students to 

participate in the 2014 Financial 

Plan Competition. The finalists and 

their faculty advisor will enjoy a 

trip to Las Vegas to present their 

comprehensive financial plans to a 

team of judges.

2014  
Financial Plan Competition

Sponsors

Sponsorship 

Silver:
Harvey Charbonneau
Vicki Diggles 
Enyi P. Enyi 
Eileen Kohler
Brian Low
Patrick Lyman 
Burnett Marus
Jeffrey Rattiner
Paul Schwabe 
Mark J. Sheahan 
Winston Williams

Gold:
Jay Bailey 
Michelle Blair

Isabel Cooper
Frank Eberhart
Donald Fortney
Robert Meints, II
Rick Mueller, II
Chris Roberts

Platinum:
Les Anderson
Steve Bailey
Ed Morrow
Rosilyn Overton
Jon Rogers

Diamond:
Lloyd Lowe Sr.

Individual Sponsors



2014  IARFC
National Financial Plan Competition

NEW YORK, NEW YORK • LAS VEGAS HOTEL & CASINO • MAY 1, 2014

For more information on sponsorship 
opportunities, workshops, competition 

details contact: IARFC Amy Primeau  
at 800.532.9060 x307 or info@iarfc.org

Produced by

IARFCIARFC
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

Visit
www.IARFC.org/

FinancialPlanCompetition

•	 Receive recognition as a National  Judge of the Competition Finals.

•	 Learn from industry expert, (guest speaker to be announced.)  

•	 Attend our Pre-Event, April 30 – Impact Branding workshop -  
Discover and build your own personal brand.

•	 Network during the welcome reception. Mentor future financial planning 
professionals.

•	 RFC Continuing Education Credits available – Impact Branding (3), 
Competition Process (3), Feature Presentation (1).

The Educational Process Begins with You!  
Join the 2014 Financial  Plan Competit ion.

Two Day Event

Les Anderson  
MBA, RFC®
Cetera Advisors   
IARFC President

Ed Morrow 
CLU, ChFC, RFC®
IARFC Chairman & CEO

Focus on Your Practice 
Attend: 
Impact Branding workshop
 
Get Involved 
Judge:  
Our National  
Financial Plan Competition

Access Industry Experts 

Featured Guest Speaker 
to be announced 

2014  IARFC
National Financial Plan Competition



Schedule of Events   

REGISTER NOW
Please print or type information below.

     Mr.              Ms.             Mrs.

_________________________________________________________________ 
First Name                                    Last Name

_________________________________________________________________ 
Firm or B/D

_________________________________________________________________ 
Street Address

_________________________________________________________________ 
City                                                          State                     Zip Code

________________________________________________________________  
Phone

_________________________________________________________________ 
E-mail 

 Total Payment: _____________________________

   Credit Card                            Check made payable to IARFC

___________________________________________   ____________  
Credit Card # (Discover, MasterCard, Visa, AmEx)        Exp. date

________________________________________________________  
Signature

Payment Information:

International Association of Registered Financial Consultants
Financial Planning Building
2507 North Verity Parkway
P.O. Box 42506
Middletown, OH 45042-0506

Fax:  513.424.5752
Questions:  800.532.9060 

www.IARFC.org
info@iarfc.org

PLEASE RETURN THIS COMPLETED FORM TO IARFC

IARFCIARFC
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

Registration Deadline and Cancellation Policy:  Workshop attendees may  
register or cancel up to 30 days prior to the event date. Cancellations will receive a full refund, less a $20 processing fee.  
See New York, New York Las Vegas Casino & Hotel cancellation policy, which is separate from IARFC.      Note: Program Subject to Change

For complete agenda and details visit:  
www.IARFC.org or call 800.532.9060

IARFC  2014  
National Financial  Plan Competition Registration

Step 1 Check your events
Step 2

Figure your pricing. Don’t forget to 
take advantage of Special Packages  
for more than one event.

Impact Branding Workshop
4/30/14 2pm – 5pm  

Welcome Reception
4/30/14 6:30pm – 7:30pm

National Financial Plan Competition
5/1/14 7:30am – 3pm

Price*

Impact Branding Workshop $225
Welcome Reception $20
National Financial Plan Competition $95
Special Packages

Impact Branding & Reception $225

Workshop, Reception & Competition $275
Reception & Competition $105

*Travel and Lodging are not included in the price. The IARFC has 

negotiated discounted room rates starting at $60 per night at New 

York, New York Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, registration details will be 

available November 15, 2013. 

*Registration Deadline for Events: March 31, 2014

Step 3
Put total event price on the  
Total Payment line, fill out form  
below and and return to the IARFC.

7 RFC® approved CE credits  
Continuing Education Credits available - Impact Branding (3), 
Competition Process (3), Feature Presentation (1)

New York, New York Las Vegas 
Hotel & Casino

Please check appropriate box:



gain support for a relatively unknown 
politician, of no recognized brilliance or 
powerful connections: 

•	 	Be	genuine	in	your	concern	for	
prospects. 

•	 	Know	what	they	want	to	accomplish.	
•	 	Offer	solutions	that	are	best	for	

them; you will discover they will be 
mutually beneficial. 

“Over-Selling” is when you allow your 
technical brilliance or enthusiasm to carry 
your documentation or evidence too far.  
You are passing beyond believe and into 
skepticism.  You have made an even 
greater effort, only to destroy your 
opportunity for a successful conclusion.  
Remember that Abraham Lincoln was 
renowned for his ability to use a parable or 
story to drive home his key point, and thus 
allow the prospect (a juror or voter) to feel 
as if they had made the favorable decision.

Before you make your next important 
presentation, review your agenda and 
your “evidence” to see if you can make it 
simpler and clearer.  Prospects do not like 
to feel, and will rarely tell you, that they 
do not understand.  Their only way to 
voice that fear or concern is to Not Buy.  
And that is the one reaction you do not 
want to trigger.   

Kinder Brothers International teaches 
sales and management professionals how 
to experience lasting success.  Both Jack 
and Garry Kinder are members of the 
IARFC and authors of books and courses 
on financial services.  Their associate, Bill 
Moore, is a former director of the IARFC 
and he delivers the Professional Patterns 
course worldwide and is developing the 
Registered Financial Manager workshop.

Contact:  927 380 0747
wmoore@kbigroup.com
www.KBIGroup.com

In its professional sense, the term “sales 
person” designates those whose vocation 
is that of distribution: the direct work of 
marketing products and services.  In its 
specific sense, to “sell” is to induce the 
consumer to buy. 

Most every consumer study suggests that 
people buy your product today, not so 
much because they understand the 
product, or are fully aware of their needs, 
but because they sense and believe 
that you understand them.

In building your presentations for 
prospects and clients, you will want to 
bear in mind the buying motives. 
Everyone who buys does so for one or 
more of four primary motives:  

•	 Protection	of	life
•	 Pleasure	in	life
•	 Pride	of	ownership
•	 Profit

If you will analyze any sale you have ever 
made you will see that when consumers 
are willing to buy, the actual decision to 
part with their money was based upon 
one or more of these motives. 

Persuasion has three functions: 

1. A full and complete explanation of the 
product or service, which causes the 
prospect to know and to understand. 

2. The proper stimulation of the 
emotional feelings, which causes the 
prospect to believe and to desire. 

3. The gentle urging of the will by 
intensifying desire and assisting action, 
thus causing the prospect to buy.
 
Successful sales professionals understand 
the power of persuasion — they have 
mastered the art of transferring their 
conviction to their prospects.  Follow the 
strategies used by Abraham Lincoln to 

Persuasion  
Power

Dr. William L. Moore, Sr.,  
CLU, ChFC, RFC®
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Celebrating  
Over 40 Years  

As Your  
Resource  

for  
Professional  
Study Media  
and Classes!

*CFP® Certification

*FINRA Securities

Licensing Exams

*CLU   *ChFC

*CFA   *CPCU

*AIC   *INS

*ARM

800-795-5347

www.KeirSuccess.com
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Although I have written lots of articles about 
the features and benefits of End of Life 
Planning, this article is focused on helping 
financial professionals learn how to have “the 
conversation” regarding End of Life Planning. 

Having “The Conversation”:

You may have heard that saying, “by failing 
to plan, you are planning to fail!”  However, 
in our industry there are volumes of statistics 
and studies that prove most people:

•	 	Do	not own Life Insurance — or do not 
own nearly enough.

•	 	Do	not own Disability Insurance — or do 
not  own enough.

•	 	Do	not own Long-Term Care Insurance 
— or do not like the thought of using it.  

•	 	Have	not  taken the time to create a Last 
Will or Living Trust — or…

•	 Have	not	updated	their	legal	documents.

Therefore, it is only logical to conclude that 
most people do not like to talk about death 
and dying either.  However, these 
aforementioned inefficiencies are the 
reasons many of us can enjoy a successful 
career in this great industry, and love what 
we do every day.

The Major Milestones in Life

When it comes to the major milestones  
in life, death and funerals are definitely  
ones that everyone on earth must journey 
to — and through — at some point in their 
lives.  Clearly we all wish these difficult 
life-events will happen later versus sooner, 
but I heard a wise man once say; “God 
promises you eternal life.  But God never 
promises you tomorrow.” 

Fact:  Most financial professionals are 
hesitant to integrate preplanned funeral 
arrangements as a standard and routine part 
of their practice.  For many people this 
subject is considered to be taboo.  As a 
result, far too many of our well-intentioned 
clients die unprepared.  This ultimately and 
regrettably leaves their loved ones with a 
painful emotional and financial burden. 

I can understand why “the conversation” of 
planning your funeral is largely overlooked 
and ignored.  In fact, had I not personally 
experienced the process of losing a dear 
loved one, I too would probably shy away 
from talking about End of Life Planning.  
However, my loss has become my 
inspiration, and I am on a mission to help 
others minimize or avoid the pain and 
suffering that invariably accompanies one of 
life’s most difficult challenges.

“The Conversation” to Make 
a Difficult Situation Easier

Discussing Your Client’s N.E.A.D.S.



decisions.  If you were to ask most people 
who have been involved with planning a 
funeral, they will tell you it was an extremely 
challenging, overwhelming, and often a 
devastating experience. 
 
Have You Planned Ahead?

Here are two questions I would like to  
ask each financial professional who has 
taken the time to read this article (which  
I greatly appreciate):

1.  Do you believe prearranging your own 
personal funeral is a good idea?

2.  If so, have you taken steps to plan 
ahead for your loved ones?  

An easy way to prepare is downloading  
a free Family Record Guide at  
www.funeralresources.com  

Preplanning a funeral is a missing  
milestone; a missing piece to the financial 
and retirement planning puzzle, it is a 
missed opportunity for most financial 
professionals.  Please don’t miss this 
opportunity to help your clients and  
their loved ones, while at the same time 
add significant value to your financial 
services practice!.   

Christopher P. Hill, RFC®, is currently the 
President of Wealth and Income Group, LLC, 
with offices located in the Washington DC 
area.  Mr. Hill began his career in financial 
services industry working with one of the 
nation’s leading money managers for over a 
decade.  For more than 20 years Mr. Hill has 
been nationally recognized as a speaker, 
editor, seminar expert, and MDRT Top of the 
Table Member.  

Contact:  703 942 5227
chris@funeralresources.com
www.funeralresources.com
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NOT Having “The Conversation”

More than 70% of Americans do not  
leave behind any formalized Estate Plan 
such as a Last Will or Living Trust.  Sadly, 
more than 85% of Americans do not  
leave behind any final arrangement plans  
or preferences. 
 
If you think about your clients and their 
financial road of life it is filled with many 
important milestones, major events, and 
achievements — such as graduations, 
marriages, childbirths, and retirements.  
These are universally common moments 
that bring families together to celebrate 
significant accomplishments, which of 
course, also require careful planning and 
financial commitment.  

So where do funerals fit on this list of life’s 
major milestones?  Consider these 
important facts:

1. The average family has over 150 
detailed questions that need to be 
answered, all within a period of 48 hours 
after losing a loved one.  When individuals 
and families are forced to make important 
and emotional decisions with very little time 
and a heavy heart, this can only add insult 
to injury.  In addition to the time constraints 
and emotional loss, people can also lose 
their ability to be educated and empowered 
with regards to their various options, key 
details, and best prices.

2. The average cost of a funeral today is 
approximately $10,000 (and only going 
higher over time).  So just like all of life’s 
major financial and retirement planning 
milestones, planning a funeral also requires 
a detailed, deliberate, logistical, and 
proactive approach.

3. Over 80% of families believe that 
prearranging a funeral makes sense.  
According to a recent nationwide survey 
conducted by the Wirthlin Group, more than 
8 out of 10 people “believe that funeral 
prearrangement is a good idea.” Put 
another way, for every 10 people a financial 
professional is willing to have “the 
conversation” with, more than 8 of them 
agree this is a sensible discussion and 
are open-minded to learn how to create 
such a plan.  

Using the N.E.A.D.S. Analysis to Have 
“The Conversation”:

The following is a simple, easy-to-
understand, and comfortable dialogue  
you can have with your clients to have  
“the conversation”:

N = NOW:  

“With regards to your funeral or cemetery 
arrangements, can you please share with 
me what current plans you have now? 

E = EXPERIENCE:  

“Can you tell me what your experience  
has been with regards to making funeral  
or cemetery arrangements?  Have you  
ever been required to make these types  
of arrangements yourself?  Or have  
you ever been a part of making these 
arrangements?”

A = ALTER:  

“Based on your past experience, what would 
you alter or change going forward?”

D = DECISION MAKING:  

“When a death occurs, who will be involved 
in the decision-making process?  Will it be 
your spouse?  Your children?  Your family?  

S = SOLUTION:  

“Has anyone ever talked to you about a 
solution?  In other words, are you aware that 
you can prearrange your funeral or cemetery 
plans and preferences?”

Weddings Versus Funerals

To help put this into perspective, let’s 
compare weddings and funerals.  Getting 
married is usually a big life event, right?   
In fact, it is such a big life event that  
many people spend over a year planning 
the various options, details, and pricing  
of their wedding day ceremony.  Now,  
can you imagine being forced to make  
all of these important wedding choices 
within a 48 hour period?  The fact of  
the matter is both weddings and funerals 
require careful consideration of many  
similar details including invitations, guests, 
location, flowers, food, memorabilia, 
clothing, travel, religion - and of course, 
spending the least but most appropriate 
amount of money.  

A wedding is a very important life-event that 
should almost never be planned on the fly.  
Likewise, planning your funeral should be 
the treated the same way.  

Financial consultants firmly believe  
90% of their job is protecting against 
emotionally and financially devastating 
circumstances.  Clearly the loss of a  
loved one is accompanied by a large 
number of emotional and financial 

Christopher P. Hill, RFC®
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Financial planners everywhere are pulling 
their hair out in frustration over clients who 
are unable or unwilling to save any money 
for the future.  Perhaps saving now would 
be easier for many people, IF they made 
more money now.  Is that the main reason 
people in America are not saving?  When it 
comes to saving money, most people will 
simply stop at nothing. 

Often times people have too much month 
left at the end of their money.  In other 
instances poor spending habits erode even 
the hope of savings.  It is the everyday 

spending decisions that will cause more 
harm to someone’s financial future than any 
investment decisions they may ever make.

There are many excuses which some 
people defend as logical and reasonable. 
People use these excuses not to save any 
money at every age (or stage) in life.
Following are some comments consumers 
of all ages about why it is difficult for them 
to save money.

Ages 17-23:  Me save?  Are you kidding?  I 
am just getting my education.  You shouldn’t 

expect me to be able to save anything now.   
Besides, I am younger and want to have a 
good time.  When I finish college and start 
my career, I’ll start saving. 

Ages 24-30:  You don’t expect me to  
save now, do you?  Remember, I have  
only been working for a few years now.  
Things will be looking up soon, then I  
will be able to save.  Right now, it is 
important to dress well in order to make 
good impressions.  I’ll wait until I am a  
little older, there is plenty of time to save, 
isn’t there? 

Savings:  
When Will 
Your Clients 
Begin? 



from paycheck to paycheck or 
earning upwards to $100,000 a 
year and have little or nothing to 
show for it. Poor spending 
practices must be doing you in. If 
you need a quick shot in the 
wallet, the average household 
spends 30 cents of every take 
home dollar on household and 
grocery items. You can make a big 
impact there the next time you go 
to the grocery store. 

2 Yes   When it comes to saving money, 
you must stop at nothing.  Kick it 
up a few notches, you will be 
amazed at the results.  You have 
an obligation to be as good to the 
person you are going to be in 20, 
30 or 40 years as you are to 
yourself today. Start saving and 
spending with your future in mind. 

0-1 Yes   What is that smell?  Smoke from 
your credit cards being overused?  
Put them in a glass of water  
and freeze them solid. If you  
aren’t in credit counseling or 
bankruptcy court, both could be 
right around the corner.  Outside 
intervention is what you need 
now. And start looking for a 
spender mentor, quick.   

Paul Richard the Executive Director of the 
ICFE, founded by Loren Dunton.  Paul is the 
author of the Certified Credit Report 
Reviewer, and he is nationally regarded as 
an identity theft prevention specialist.  

Contact: 619 239 1401
icfe@cox.net
www.icfe.org
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Ages 31-42:  How can I save now?  I am 
married with children.  Why I have never 
had so many expenses in my whole life.  
Perhaps when the children are a little older, 
I can think about savings. 

Ages 43-55:  I wish I could save now.  But, I 
just can’t do it.  Two of my children are in 
college now and it is taking every cent and 
more just to keep them there.  I have had 
to go into debt these past few years to meet 
college bills.  But, that won’t last forever, and 
then I’ll start saving. 

Age 56-65:  I know I should be saving now. 
Money is still tight.  It is not easy for people 
my age to better themselves.  About all I 
can do is hang on and maybe something 
will happen to change the circumstances.  
Why didn’t I start to save 30 or 40 years 
ago?  Like I said, something might turn up. 

Ages 65 and above:  It is too late to save 
now.  We are living with our oldest child.  It 
isn’t nice, but what else can we do?  I have 
my Social Security, but who can live on that?  
If, I had only saved when I had the money.  
You can’t save after there is no income.

Everyday Spending Decisions Shape Your 
Client’s Savings Growth

Answer seven questions and get a snapshot 
of your spending style.

1. Always set aside at least ten percent of 
income for savings and investing using the 
payroll deduction method.

Yes  No   Sometimes I manage to put some 
money aside.

2. Always contribute maximum amount to 
employer sponsored pension plans in order 
to get the maximum contribution from 
employer every year.

Yes  No   Contribute some, but not sure if 
my employer even matches any.

3. Always use manufacturer’s and retailer’s 
coupons when possible and send in for 
rebates.

Yes  No   Use only instant rebates and 
coupons, otherwise no time to clip 
them out.

4. Always look over sale flyers and 
comparison shop before I spend, especially 
for food.

Yes  No   Occasionally I stop in at a place 
and I will get the money saving 
special.

5. Always comparison shop motor vehicle 
and household insurance policies when 
they come up for renewal.

Yes  No   Policies automatically renew, never 
thought to check.

6. Always pay credit and charge card 
purchases in full when the statement arrives 
and never pay interest charges or penalty 
fees of any type.

Yes  No   Sometimes I take up to two,  
three, six or 12 months to pay  
off purchases, but never calculated 
the extra costs.

7. Always keep banking and other receipts, 
even for smaller purchases, and note on 
them the details.

Yes  No   My important receipts are on my 
credit card bills, otherwise, unless I 
will get reimbursed for the expense 
by somebody else, I pitch 
everything else.

Scoring: 100% = 7 yes answers

7 Yes   A wise spender you are and a 
spender mentor you should 
become. 

6 Yes   You are right up there with the 
minority, however, how much 
would the money you could save, 
in the question you answered no 
to, be worth in 12 months if you 
invested it? 

5 Yes   Getting close, but no big savings 
payoff yet because you may still 
be missing out in the areas of the 
questions you answered no.  If 
you want your assets to grow, look 
for saving in every area of your 
spending. 

4 Yes   You are past the half way mark.  
However, if you do what you  
have always done, you will  
always get what you have  
now.  Time to change some 
spending habits if you want to  
see a brighter financial future.   
If credit cards are your bane, try 
something that will remind you 
about the dangers of spend, 
spend, spend, like credit card 
warning labels and protection 
sleeves with anti-spend messages 
for your credit / debit cards.

3 Yes   Get off the money-merry-go-
round! You are probably living 

Paul Richard



 
Transcription as a Documentation Solution 
With increasing FINRA regulations, documenting all client 
interactions is essential to managing regulatory compliance. 
Every moment you or your staff spend preparing documentation 
is time lost from prospecting, direct customer service, managing 
portfolios, and an endless list of other essential tasks. 

To maintain the thorough documentation their business 
requires as efficiently as possible, many advisors are turning to 
transcriptions services like Copytalk (www.copytalk.com/ 
IARFC). Given that most people speak around four times faster 
than they can type, the time investment falls drastically once 
"talk time" is all they need to make room for during their 
already-full day. 
 
Features to Consider 
Once you've made the decision to allow technology to enhance 
your time, efficiency and compliance regulations, you will want 
to find a transcription service that sets industry standards within 
the world of financial services. 

Affordability is the most obvious element an advisor will 
consider. A transcription service frees up you and your advisors 
to spend more valuable time doing revenue-generating work.   

The value of your documentation is directly proportional to 
the accuracy of the documents. Make sure the service you are 
considering is a business solution and not a simple consumer 
one. For example, are their transcriptionists trained to 
understand your common terminology?   

Availability is another important factor to consider. Ideally, 
your transcription service can receive dictation without 
interruption. A service that allows you to dictate on the go is 
even better, allowing you to call in from a mobile device as you 
drive between meetings or wait for a client to arrive. The most 
efficient service is one that works on and with your own 

schedule. And, of course, one of the primary reasons for 
documentation is compliance. Always assess the security of any 
transcription service.  
 
Security Concerns 
When evaluating any service — especially one that is low cost or 
“free” — you should consider the value of your dictated data 
and whether that data is being used to subsidize the service. Ask 
how dictated information is used to process your transcription, 
and make sure it cannot be accessed for other uses by the 
service's staff or other partners.   

Transcription services often involve the dictation of 
personally identifiable information or potentially protected 
health information, all of which may carry with them legal or 
regulatory requirements. Here are some questions to ask a 
potential transcription provider: 
 

 Where are your transcriptions processed? 
 Who is processing your dictations? 
 Is the service HIPPA compliant? Gramm-Leach-

Bliley? 
 Does the service have systems and processes in 

place to ensure your dictated data remains 
confidential? 

 Does the service have a privacy policy that 
protects you, or one that allows expansive use of 
your data? 

 Will the service be responsive to your company’s 
security requirements? 

 
Make sure you choose a business grade solution that meets 

all of your requirements. 
 
Maree Moscati is CEO of Copytalk.  Copytalk is the leading 
mobile transcription service within the financial services 
industry.  Maree holds FINRA Series 24, 7 & 63 licenses and 
comes from 23 years of service within the  Financial Services 
Industry.  

 
Visit http://www.copytalk.com/IARFC or call Mike O'Neill at 267-9825 ext 427 or 

mike.oneill@copytalk.com 

COMPLIANCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND YOUR PRACTICE
HOW DO YOU MANAGE IT ALL?

MAREE MOSCATI, CEO, COPYTALK
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When it is my turn to tell the bedtime 
stories in our family, I have a limited, but 
highly effective arsenal of tales guaranteed 
to make my daughter’s eyelids grow heavy 
and finally close within 10 minutes.  I know 
nothing of hypnotism, but I am convinced 
that it is the cadence and the tone with 
which I read these stories that makes them 
so sedative.  One of Caroline’s favorites is 
The Little Engine that Could. 

It is the stirring saga of a small, 
underpowered steam locomotive that 
bravely volunteered to pull a long train over 
a high mountain, and could only accomplish 
the seemingly impossible task by repeating 
the optimistic chant, “I think I can, I think I 
can.”  Sure enough, through hard work and 
positive thinking, the objective is met, and 
the little engine emerges a hero.

During our accumulation years, while we are 
still working and saving, we are called upon 
to haul freight uphill, as it were, in preparing 
ourselves for retirement.  In our younger 
years, it may be a struggle to chunk away 
the money we know we ought to save.  We 
are hard wired for having fun.  Every cell in 
our body and every neuron in our brain are 
thinking of ways to live beyond our means.  
Then, along comes a family, and our 
resources seem to be stretched as thin as 
cheap cellophane.  But, like the little engine 
that could, we give it a go. We chug along.  
We stick to the program.  Then a magic 
thing happens along the way.  Slowly but 
surely, we get something called momentum.  
Our capacity to earn becomes greater the 
more experience we acquire.  Our little nest 
egg begins to grow exponentially — that is 
— the bigger it gets, the bigger it can get.  
Because of the beauteous miracle of 
compound interest, what started slowly 
picks up speed.  

Inertia and Compound Interest

Galileo, a 17th century scientist, figured out 
that it’s easier to keep something rolling 
once you have it rolling than it is to get it 
rolling in the first place.  Sir Isaac Newton 
came along a few years later and named it 
the Law of Inertia.  A body in motion will 
tend to remain in motion until it is acted 

upon by an outside force.  It’s the same way 
with money.  The first few years of 
accumulating money are the hardest.  After 
that, if we keep on accumulating and 
investing wisely, it gets easier.  Have you 
ever heard the saying, “the rich get richer?”  
Well, they weren’t just kidding.  It’s a natural 
law of economics that the more we have, 
the faster it grows, especially when 
compound interest is involved.

Albert Einstein is often quoted as saying, 
“Compound interest is the eighth wonder of 
the world.  He who understands it, earns it.  
He who does not, pays it.”  Whether the 
German-born American Physicist actually 
said that or not is still debated.  But it does 
not negate the truth of the quotation.  
Compound interest occurs when interest is 
added to the principal, so that from that 
moment on, the interest that has been 
added, also earns interest. 

Financial Evaporation

If we are to arrive at a ridiculously reliable 
retirement income, we must keep our eyes 

peeled for something called financial 
evaporation — the slow and often 
imperceptible disappearance of our assets 
that occurs when we aren’t looking, or aren’t 
looking closely enough.  Which brings us to 
the tadpole story.

If you’ve ever seen the old black and white 
reruns of The Andy Griffith Show, you have 
a pretty clear idea of bucolic setting in rural 
America that comprised my surroundings as 
a 10-year-old boy.  Our favorite play area 
was a bog near our house where a 
slow-running creek fed a small swamp.  
Working like beavers, we dammed up the 
creek until we had a pond deep enough to 
swim in.  

Because we were utterly unaware of them, 
we were quite unafraid of the dangerous 
water moccasins that lurked in those waters.  
A bit further down the food chain were the 
harmless amphibians with which we shared 
our aquatic playground.  One warm spring 
day, we discovered in one of the shallow 
pools near the creek what seemed like 
millions of little swimmers we would later 

Beware of Financial Evaporation
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identify as tadpoles.  We found some jars 
and scooped up a few scores of the 
soon-to-be frogs and took them home.  
Since our mother did not take too kindly to 
having them inside the house, we found an 
old dog food bowl outside and made that 
their new home, putting it well out of the 
dog’s reach, of course. 

“Those aren’t fish,” my father told us, “those 
are tadpoles.  They will turn into frogs in a 
few weeks…if they live long enough.”  I 
think he knew something about the 
attention span of young boys.  “I would 
advise you to keep them out of the hot 
sun,” he warned.  

Over the next few days, we checked on our 
little swimmers, who at the time seemed 
very happy.  We noticed that they were 
getting a bit fatter and that some of them 
had developed little paddles that were the 
beginnings of frog legs.

We had put them in the shade, just  
like Dad had said.  What we did not count 
on, however, was the shade moving as the 
sun made its arc across the sky.  One 
morning, after a particularly hot day, we 
checked on the tadpoles, only to discover 
that the bowl was bone dry and coated with 
what looked like small, whip shaped 
leathery decals stuck to the sides of the 
bowl.  The heat of the sun had caused the 
water in the bowl to evaporate, ending any 
chance our tadpoles had at eventual 
froghood.  Overall, I learned the valuable 
lesson about caring for tadpoles — 
evaporation happens.  In hindsight, we boys 
should have repositioned those tadpoles 
into a bigger bowl.  We should have added 
water to the bowl.  We should have paid 
more attention.  

If we aren’t paying attention, the same  
thing can happen to us in a financial  
sense.  All too often I have seen people 
build up a nice portfolio that it took  
decades to acquire.  They were counting  
on these retirement accounts to be  
there for them when they made their 
metamorphosis into retirement.  Then, 
evaporation happened.  Sizable portions  
of that reserve disappeared.  Was it  
because they didn’t pay enough attention?  
Did they trust someone else, perhaps a 
broker, to look after things for them?  Did 
they forget that as they grew older, their risk 
tolerance would change?  Was their ship on 
autopilot when they should have been 
tending the wheel?  Was their fortune 
placed in the hands of a financial 
professional who worked according to some 
cookie-cutter investing formula that did not 
take their age into account?  

Future Proofing

The best expression I have heard for making 
sure that evaporation doesn’t erode our 
retirement savings is “future proofing”  
— which boils down to something as simple 
as adhering to one of the oldest rules of 
investing — the rule of 100.  Just put a 
percent sign after your age.  That is the 
amount you should have in a safe place 
— in the shade — safe from financial 
evaporation.  

Safe does not have to be boring.  What’s 
important is that a safety-minded approach 
will prevent you from risking money you 
cannot afford to lose.  A competent financial 
advisor will be able to identify for you 
programs that are designed specifically for 
those approaching retirement — income 
planning programs that replenish the account 
each year, regardless of outside forces, such 
as the stock market and world events.   

Had we, D’Arruda brothers, taken the 
proactive steps of checking on our tadpoles 
more frequently and refilling their bowl with 
creek water more often, our tadpoles would 
have survived metamorphosis.  The “set it 
and forget it” approach may work well in our 
early years of investing, simply because time 
is on our side, but as we approach 
retirement, we have to be proactive with our 
accounts, if we want them to thrive and 
grow.  

Evaporation takes many forms.  It can 
take the form of unnecessary fees, 
commissions and needless losses.  What’s 
wrong with this statement?  “I don’t feel bad 
about my broker losing so much money in 
my account because everyone else has lost 
money too.” Really?  Is that how you feel, or 
is that how you have been programmed to 
feel?  Is the automatic response from your 
broker one of consolation based on shared 
experience?  When you point out that you 
pay the same exorbitant fees when your 
account loses money as you do when it 
gains, do you receive thorough explanations 
and solutions?  Or do you hear expressions 
such as: 

“Don’t feel like the Lone Ranger.”
“You’re not the only one.”
“Everybody’s in the same boat.”

Don’t buy it. Just like those tadpoles that 
were sensitive to their environment and 
needed repositioning for their safety, your 
money needs to be rebalanced and 
repositioned so that the account won’t 
suffer from either the sunstroke of high risk, 
or the slow, imperceptible evaporation that 
comes from unnecessary fees and 
commissions.   

Peter J. “Coach Pete” D’Arruda, RFC®, CTC, 
is a Financial and Tax Coach.  He is host of 
the nationally syndicated weekly radio show, 
The Financial Safari, as well as the author 
of four books, including Fine Print Fiasco, 
Financial Safari, 7 Financial Baby Steps 
and Have you been talking to Financial 
Aliens?  Themes of these easy readers 
include helping others avoid being taken 
advantage of and translating financial jargon 
for any layman.

He is looked at by many of his peers as an 
Income Coach and has developed easy to 
understand retirement income strategies 
such as RetirementAutopilot.com.

Contact:  919 657 4201
pete@capitalfinancialusa.com
www.capitalfinancialusa.com
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Become a Sponsor

Why sponsor the  
Financial Plan Competition?

All of us in any profession have an 
inherent responsibility to continue the 
legacies and skills of that profession. 
To that end, the IARFC Financial Plan 
Competition, is a way to get hands-

on development of young people by teaching 
them the skills necessary to provide the services we 
currently give, to the next generations. 

I believe that no person ever achieves success 
without one hand up on the rung above him lifting 
themselves — and one hand down lifting someone 
else. Often we don’t have the time to personally go 
do this. By pooling our assets we can encourage 
the next generation to do the right things for their 
clients.

Someday I will retire. I have clients who are younger 
than me and I want someone to look after them as 
I would have. It’s part of my responsibility to ensure 
that there are capable people to advise them on 
their asset requirements for the future.

Lester W. Anderson, MBA, RFC®

IARFC President

The IARFC has extended its invitation to students  
to participate in the Financial Plan Competition. The 
finalists and their faculty advisor will enjoy a 3 day, 2 
night trip to Las Vegas to present their 
comprehensive financial plans to a live audience. We 
invite the IARFC members to join the competition 
and become part of the judging process. 

International Association of Registered Financial Consultants

Fax:  513.424.5752
Phone:  800.532.9060
Email: info@iarfc.org

PLEASE MAIL OR FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO IARFC

Please print or type information below.

    Mr.            Ms.            Mrs.

_________________________________________________________________ 
First Name                                    Last Name

_________________________________________________________________ 
Firm or B/D

_________________________________________________________________ 
Street Address

_________________________________________________________________ 
City                                                          State                     Zip Code

________________________________________________________________  
Phone

_________________________________________________________________ 
E-mail 

    Credit Card                Check made payable to IARFC

___________________________________________   ____________  
Credit Card # (Discover, MasterCard, Visa, AmEx)        Exp. date

________________________________________________________  
Signature

Payment Information:

2014  
Finalists Compete in Las Vegas — 

Be Part of the Judging

Sponsorship levels Silver Gold Platinum Diamond

Individual $50 $100 $250 $500

Corporate $1,000 $5,000 $7,500 $10,000

Expenses incurred by participating in the judging of the  
Financial Plan Competition are not the responsibility of the IARFC.   

Unable to sponsor but interested in mentoring. 

Send more information on Corporate Sponsorship.

Interested in judging the Financial Plan Competition.

P.O. Box 42506
Middletown, OH 45042-0506
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What the best  
financial consultants carry

How can you be sure a financial consultant is among the finest?  Just visit with a Registered 
Financial Consultant®.  Those financial advisors who meet high standards of education, 
experience and integrity carry the RFC® designation.

Find a Member at:  www.IARFC.org  
International Association of Registered Financial Consultants


